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 Ocean energy efforts by the Ministry of Energy and Business Development officially commenced
in 2013 under the Public Sector Smart Energy Program (PSSEP)

 The PSSEP is financed through loan resources of US$17.0 million from the Inter-American
Development Bank and a US$7.664 grant from the European Union

 The projects’ aim is to promote and implement the use of renewable energy and energy efficiency
measures that are viable in the public sector. Ultimately, the Program will help to reduce Barbados’
fossil fuel dependency, promote sustainable energy, and therefore contribute to the country’s
competitiveness

 As part of this work, a series of ocean energy interventions were undertaken during the period
2015-2021

 Ocean energy has the potential to provide an important contribution Barbados’ future renewable
energy mix. The development of technologies to exploit this resource offers significant
opportunities to grow Barbados’ ‘blue economy’ by supporting future sustainable marine and
offshore industries whilst ultimately seeking to reduce carbon emissions to ensure a sustainable
future which is grounded in the Barbados’ National Energy Policy 2019-2021
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Introduction



 GIS Studies – preliminary assessments of Barbados’
territorial waters to identify, collect, convert and assemble
existing coastal, marine, wind and oceanographic data for the
marine environment
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 Output - a series of GIS maps featuring five datasets - (i)

Biophysical, (ii) jurisdictional, (iii) ecological, (iv)

infrastructural, and (v) space use - depicting Barbados’

used and unused ocean spaces.

 Critical data gaps were identified

Overview of Ocean Energy Interventions

Phased Approach - 2015



Overview of Ocean Energy Interventions

Ocean Energy Scoping Study – Evaluated all OE technologies and defined the most appropriate
technologies for Barbados
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 The final recommendations for OE deployment given the local environment based on
available data were:

 OTEC and Fixed Offshore Wind – High Suitability

 Floating Offshore Wind*, SWAC and Wave Energy – Medium Suitability

Ӽ Ocean Current Technologies and Tidal Technologies – Low Suitability

* Floating Offshore Wind was subsequently upgraded and included as a ‘High Suitability’

technology. This reflects the technical success of early demonstrator projects and rapid progress

towards commercialization observed since the first technology review was conducted.

Phased Approach - 2016



Ocean Energy Project Implementation Roadmap

 Highlighted key steps for bringing a ocean energy project to fruition in Barbados

 Culminated in detailed scope of works and budget for an Ocean Energy Consultancy

GIS – Phase 2

 Identified what areas in the territorial waters of Barbados are best suited to hosting ocean energy
technologies based on the three technologies identified

 Extensive data gathering – physical and human environment plus key designations such as reefs
and protected areas

 Output - Three Preferred Development Sites (PODs) identified based on resource conditions
and other sea uses
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Overview of Ocean Energy Interventions 
Cont’d 

Phased Approach - 2017



 OE Studies Consultancy – Consulting firm was procured to undertake a wide range of
technical and environmental studies, as well as related capacity building activities, to
investigate the feasibility and facilitate the construction of a large-scale Ocean Energy power
plant or array in Barbados
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Overview of Ocean Energy Interventions 
Cont’d 

 ITPEnergised (ITPE) along with their team of experts including Ramboll, Makai, CmY

Consultants, OREI, J F Clarke Consulting and Loreto Duffy-Mayers commenced in January

2020 to support the Government of Barbados in achieving our 2030 net-zero target. The project

was concluded in March 2021

Phased Approach: 2019 - 2021



Ocean Energy Consultancy
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 Three sizes of floating OTEC plants were
considered:- OTEC plants with annual averaged
net power output of 1MW and 10MW were
modelled assuming a moored spar type
platform, and a 20MW plant was modelled
assuming a semi-submersible type moored
platform
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Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC): 
Barbados Case  

 OTEC is unique when compared to other OE

technologies due to its lack of commercial

maturity and non-convergence on a single

platform design
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OTEC: Barbados Case Cont’d

Location of OTEC Plants in Barbados 

Two potential areas of high OTEC

suitability was determined. Area 1 lies on

the western coastline of Barbados. Area 2

of high suitability lies approximately

25km off of the northern tip of Barbados.

However, due to numerous difficulties

relating to the depth and slope of the

seabed located at Area 2. Only Area 1

was considered for possible OTEC

developments
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OTEC Challenges

 Landing sites
 Identification of areas of suitable sea depth within acceptable distance to shore 

 Lack of commercial maturity 

 High up-front cost 

 High risk 
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OTEC Build Out and Costs
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OTEC Build Out and Costs Cont’d 

 Cost estimates were presented for the three

plant sizes and each considered at three sites

along west of the island

 Based on total project cost, the 10MW

OTEC Plant was most favourable of the

three sizes considering risk and cost. The

total cost of a 10MW OTEC plant was

estimated at approx. US$243M



Financial Analysis

A financial analysis of the projects was undertaken and the six best performing projects 
were taken and analysed further:

The Finance rank is based on the IRR as an indicator for investors. Notwithstanding, the LCOE

indicated that Offshore Wind would be financeable with the existing renewable FIT of US$

120/MWh
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Public Sector 
Smart Energy 
Program
(PSSEP)

Financial Summary 
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Project Ranking of Preferred Projects

 A weighting exercise was undertaken to facilitate project ranking

 Weighted from 1 to 3 where 1 is most important
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Project Ranking of Preferred Projects
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Preferred Sites – North Fixed & FLOW

 Conceptual Design of a generic jacket type bottom-fixed 

offshore wind foundation 

 Conceptual Design of a generic semi-submersible type 

floating offshore wind foundation 
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Project Ranking of Preferred Projects

 The projects deemed to be most desirable and feasible for Barbados are:

 Floating Offshore Wind projects particularly those in the north

 Fixed Offshore Wind project on the north of the island – high potential for a first project

 The Fixed Offshore Wind in the north only ranked 4th on the final list, but it did rank first on the
finance list. It would therefore be useful to keep a fixed farm as an option for a developer to make
Barbados as attractive a site as possible for as many developers as possible

 The maximum wind turbines investigated was twelve 8MW turbines totalling 96MW per wind farm
site with direct connection to the shore and no offshore substations

 The nearshore ocean space of Barbados could accommodate project(s) of significantly larger scale.
A recently published report (Nov 2021) on the wider Caribbean including Barbados identified
8.5GW of theoretical potential with a maximum technically exploitable potential of 7.18GW
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Is OTEC Feasible for Barbados?

OTEC is not deemed to be a technology of high interest in the period to 2030. The key challenges

were found to be the extremely high up-front cost and high levels of technical and commercial risk

associated with the technology. Both of these factors indicated that in order for a commercial

project of significant scale (i.e. 10MW) to proceed a large proportion of the overall project cost

would need to be met by a non-repayable grant

Notwithstanding, this technology may be a viable option in the long-term as Barbados continues to

decarbonize



Thank you
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